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SYMMETRIC WAVES ARE TRAVELING WAVES FOR A SHALLOW
WATER EQUATION FOR SURFACE WAVES OF MODERATE
AMPLITUDE
ANNA GEYER
Abstract. Following a general principle introduced by Ehrnström et.al. in [12], we prove
that for an equation modeling the free surface evolution of moderate amplitude waves in
shallow water, all symmetric waves are traveling waves.
1. Introduction
In this note we are concerned with the relation between symmetric and traveling wave
solutions of a model equation for surface waves of moderate amplitude in shallow water
ut + ux + 6uux − 6u
2ux + 12u
3ux + uxxx − uxxt + 14uuxxx + 28uxuxx = 0, (1)
which arises as an approximation of the Euler equations in the context of homogenous,
inviscid gravity water waves propagating over a flat bed. The equation was originally de-
rived by Johnson [18] by means of formal asymptotic expansions from the Euler equations.
These considerations were followed up by Constantin and Lannes [5] who proved that the
equation approximates the governing equations to the same order as the Camassa-Holm
equation [2], which models the horizontal fluid velocity at a certain depth beneath the
fluid [18]. An important feature of equation (1) is that it captures the non-linear phe-
nomenon of wave breaking, in the sense that the surface profile remains bounded but its
slope may form singularities in finite time [5, 8]. The Cauchy problem associated to (1)
is locally well-posed in Hs, for s > 3/2, on the real line as well as on the circle [11, 9],
and the data-to-solution map was shown to be non-uniformly continuous [11]. For a well-
posedness result in the context of Besov spaces we refer the reader to [25], whereas a result
on low regularity solutions with 1 < s ≤ 3/2 may be found in [22], and for global con-
servative solutions and continuation of solutions beyond wave breaking we point out [29].
The equation admits smooth as well as cusped and peaked solitary and periodic traveling
wave solutions, and also solitary traveling waves with compact support [14, 15, 16]. Fur-
thermore, the smooth solitary traveling wave solutions are known to be orbitally stable [10].
In the present note we are concerned with symmetry properties of solutions of (1). A
vast amount of research has been conducted into considerations regarding symmetry in the
context of water waves, for model equations as well for the full governing equations. It is
astonishing that all steady water waves known to exist are symmetric and that in many
cases symmetry can be established a priori, see for example [7, 13, 19] for solitary and
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periodic waves in irrotational flows, [3, 4, 6] for periodic water waves with vorticity, [28] for
stratified water waves, and [17] for equatorial wind waves. A number of characterizations
of symmetric waves in various settings also point towards the importance of this defining
feature in the analysis of water waves, see for instance [23] for rotational solitary waves,
[27] for periodic water waves with stagnation points, and [24] for a characterization of
symmetric steady water waves in terms of the underlying flow.
Following a general principle introduced by Ehrnström et.al. in [12], our main result
states that a symmetric wave solution of equation (1) is necessarily a traveling wave. Con-
versely, we know from the analysis carried out in [14, 16] that all solitary and periodic
traveling wave solutions (smooth as well as peaked or cusped) are symmetric about their
crest and trough. In light of these considerations we establish the identity between sym-
metric and solitary and periodic traveling wave solutions of (1), cf. Remark 4. We point
out that similar results hold for the Camassa-Holm equation [12] and for the Whitham
equation [1].
2. Main result
Following [12] and the general principle deduced therein, we make the following definition
for symmetric waves.
Definition 1. A solution u is x-symmetric if there exists a function λ ∈ C1(R+) such that
for every t > 0,
u(t, x) = u(t, 2λ(t)− x)
for a.e. x ∈ R. We say that λ(t) is the axis of symmetry.
The equation for surface waves (1) fulfills the formal requirements of the general principle
stated in Theorem 2.2 of [12] whose proof is carried out for classical solutions. It is pos-
sible, however, to modify the argument to extend the solution space beyond differentiable
functions and to accommodate for weak solutions. To this end, we write the equation (1)
in weak non-local form as
ut − ∂x(u+ 7u
2) + ∂x(1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u) = 0, x ∈ R, t > 0, (2)
where
R(u) := 2u+ 10u2 − 2u3 + 3u4 − 7u2
x
. (3)
Note that this equation holds in H1(R). Indeed, let P (x) := (1−∂2
x
)−1R(u) = 1
2
e−|x|∗R(u),
then P ∈ H1(R) for u ∈ H1(R) by Young’s inequality. We define weak solutions of equation
(1) in the following way.
Definition 2. A function u(t, x) is a weak solution of equation (1) if u ∈ C(R+, H
1(R))
satisfies ∫∫
R+×R
uφt − (u+ 7u
2)φx + (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u)φxdtdx = 0, (4)
for all φ ∈ C∞0 (R+ × R).
We are now ready to state our main result.
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Theorem 3. Let u be a weak solution of (1) with initial data such that the equation is
locally well-posed. If u is x-symmetric then u is a traveling wave solution.
Proof. We follow [12] and introduce the notation
fλ(t, x) := f(t, 2λ(t)− x). (5)
Let φ ∈ C10(R+, C
3
0) be a test function and note that the Definition 2 for weak solutions
of (1) remains valid, since C∞0 (R+ × R) is dense in C
1
0(R+, C
3
0). Furthermore, C
1
0(R+, C
3
0)
is invariant under φ → φλ because λ ∈ C
1, and in view of (φλ)λ = φ we find that this
transformation is bijective. Let u be an x-symmetric solution of (1), then, using bracket
notation for distributions, u satisfies
< u, φt > − < u+ 7u
2, φx > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u), φx >= 0. (6)
Since u is symmetric, we have u = uλ and we find that < uλ, φ >= − < u, φλ >,
< u2
λ
, φ >= − < u2, φλ > and
< (1− ∂2
x
)−1R(uλ), φ > =
∫∫
R+×R
1
2
e−|x| ∗R(u(t, 2λ− x))φ(t, x)dtdx
=
∫∫
R+×R
∫
R
1
2
e−|s|R(u(t, 2λ− (x− s)))ds φ(t, x)dtdx
= −
∫∫
R+×R
∫
R
1
2
e−|s|R(u(t, x+ s))ds φ(t, 2λ− x)dtdx
= −
∫∫
R+×R
1
2
e−|x| ∗R(u(t, x))φ(t, 2λ− x)dtdx
= − < (1− ∂2
x
)−1R(u), φλ > .
Furthermore, we have that
(φλ)t = (φt)λ − 2λ˙(t)(φx)λ, (φλ)x = −(φx)λ.
Since uλ satisfies (6) we have in view of the above identities that
0 =< u, (φt)λ > − < u+ 7u
2, (φx)λ > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u), (φx)λ >
=< u, (φλ)t − 2λ˙(t)(φλ)x > + < u+ 7u
2, (φλ)x > − < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u), (φλ)x > .
Taking φ = φλ in the above equation, we get
< u, φt − 2λ˙(t)φx > + < u+ 7u
2, φx > − < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u), φx >= 0,
since (φλ)λ = φ. We subtract the latter equation from (6) and obtain
< u, λ˙(t)φx > − < u+ 7u
2, φx > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u), φx >= 0. (7)
Consider now the sequence
φε(t, x) = ψ(x)ρε(t)
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where ρε ∈ C
∞
0 (R) is a mollifier with the property that ρε(t) → δ(t − t0), the Dirac delta
function with mass in t0, as ε→ 0. Using this sequence in equation (7) we obtain
∫
R
ψ(x)
[ ∫
R+
λ˙(t)u(t, x)ρε(t)− (u+ 7u
2)(t, x)ρε(t) + (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u(t, x))ρε(t)dt
]
dx = 0.
(8)
By assumption we have that u ∈ C(R+, H
1(R)), and therefore
lim
ε→0
∫
R+
u(t, x)ρε(t)dt = u(t0, x)
in L2(R) and
lim
ε→0
∫
R+
u2(t, x)ρε(t)dt = u
2(t0, x)
in L1(R). Furthermore, we have that
lim
ε→0
∫
R+
(1− ∂2
x
)−1R(u(t, x))ρε(t)dt = (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u(t0, x))
in L2(R), since (1 − ∂2
x
)−1R(u) ∈ H1(R) ⊂ L2(R), cf. [26]. Therefore, in the limit when ε
tends to zero, (8) implies that u(t0, x) satisfies
∫
R
(−λ˙(t0)u+ u+ 7u
2)ψx − (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u)ψxdx = 0, (9)
for all ψ ∈ C∞0 (R). Set now c := −λ˙(t0) and define u¯(t, x) = u(t0, x+ c(t− t0)). We claim
that the function u¯ is a weak traveling wave solution of (1). If this is true the result follows
immediately, since then u¯(t0, x) = u(t0, x) and in view of uniqueness of solutions we find
that u¯(t, x) = u(t, x) for all t. Therefore, u is a traveling wave solution of (1) as we wanted
to show. To prove the claim, we demonstrate that if a function U ∈ H1(R) satisfies
∫
R
(cU + U + 7U2)ψx − (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(U)ψxdx = 0, (10)
for all ψ ∈ C∞0 (R), then the function
u¯(t, x) = U(x− c(t− t0))
is a weak solution of (1). To see that this is true, notice that u¯ defined as above belongs to
C(R, H1(R)) since the translation map is continuous from R into H1(R) and t→ c(t− t0)
is real analytic. We may assume for convenience that t0 = 0 and for any function φ ∈
C∞0 (R+ × R) use the shorthand
φc(t, x) := φ(t, x+ ct).
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Then we have that < u¯, φ >=< U, φc > and
< (1− ∂2
x
)−1R(u¯), φ > =
∫∫
R+×R
1
2
e−|x| ∗R(U(x− ct))φ(t, x)dtdx
=
∫∫
R+×R
∫
R
1
2
e−|s|R(U(x− ct− s))ds φ(t, x)dtdx
=
∫∫
R+×R
∫
R
1
2
e−|s|R(U(r − s))ds φ(t, r + ct)dtdr
=
∫∫
R+×R
1
2
e−|r| ∗R(U(r))φ(t, r + ct)dtdr
=< (1− ∂2
x
)−1R(U), φc > .
In view of
(φc)t = (φt)c + c(φx)c, (φx)c = (φc)x,
we obtain
< u¯, φt > − < u¯+ 7u¯
2, φx > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u¯), φx >
=< U, (φc)t − c(φc)x > − < U + 7U
2, (φc)x > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(U), (φc)x > .
Observe that, since U is independent of time, we have
< U, (φc)t > =
∫∫
R+×R
U(x− ct)∂tφc(t, x)dtdx
=
∫
R+
U(s)
(∫
R
∂tφc(t, s+ ct)dt
)
ds
=
∫
R+
U(s) (φc(T, s+ cT )− φc(0, s)) ds = 0,
where T is large enough to be outside of the support of φc. Therefore,
< u¯, φt > − < u¯+ 7u¯
2, φx > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(u¯), φx >
= −c < U, (φc)x > − < U + 7U
2, (φc)x > + < (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(U), (φc)x >
=
∫∫
R+×R
−(cU + U + 7U2)(φc)x + (1− ∂
2
x
)−1R(U)(φc)xdtdx = 0,
since U ∈ H1 satisfies (10) with ψ(x) = φc(t, x) which belongs to C
∞
0 (R) for every given
t ≥ 0. This shows that u¯ is a weak solution of (1) which proves the claim and concludes
the proof. 
Remark 4. Theorem 3 states that all x-symmetric solutions of equation (1) are traveling
wave solutions. Conversely, we know from [14] and [16] that all smooth, peaked and cusped
solitary traveling waves are symmetric with respect to their crests or troughs, and likewise
for periodic traveling waves on each period as long as they conserve the energy of the
associated planar system. Indeed, for smooth solutions this follows immediately from the
fact that the planar system corresponding to the ordinary differential equation satisfied
by the traveling wave solutions of (1) has a first integral which is symmetric in its second
variable, and smooth traveling wave solutions of (1) correspond to smooth homoclinic or
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periodic orbits of the planar differential system which are symmetric with respect to the
horizontal axis and defined on the entire real line. On the other hand, orbits corresponding
to solutions of (1) whose first derivative is not continuous or blows up in a countable
number of points are heteroclinic or homoclinic connections whose alpha or omega limits
tend to or reach a line of singularities in the phase plane. The corresponding solutions
are therefore defined only on a subset of R and may be continued to the whole line by
joining these wave segments, cf. [14, 16]. In this way, it is possible to obtain a plethora of
weak solutions with complex shapes, as demonstrated by Lenells [20, 21] for the Camassa-
Holm and Degasperis-Procesi, which are in general clearly not symmetric. However, if
one requires that this continuation of solutions conserves the energy of the planar system,
i.e. if one imposes that the orbit remains in the same level set of the first integral, then
the solution composed of wave segments in this way is necessarily symmetric. The same
is true for the Camassa-Holm equation: the weak traveling wave solutions which are not
symmetric are the ones composed of wave segments corresponding to orbits with different
energy.
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